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Fig. 16 Mappings (edges) between different representations (nodes) of language elements. For
instance, ‘parsing’ is a mapping from text or tokens to CSTs or ASTs.

7.1 Representations and mappings

The big picture of concrete syntax implementation, as covered by this chapter, is
shown in Figure 16 with the exception of the special topic of concrete object syntax
(Section 7.5). The nodes in the figure correspond to different representations of
language elements; these representations were already discussed, to some extent,
previously, but we summarize them here for clarity:

Text (String) Text is an important format for representing language elements. Text
may serve as input or it may arise as output of language processing activities. We
do not discuss visual languages in this chapter.

Token streams Parsing may involve an extra phase, scanning, for processing text
at the level of lexical syntax for units such as whitespace, comments, identifiers,
and literals. The resulting units are referred to as tokens (or, in fact, token-lexeme
pairs). That is, a token is a classifier of a lexical unit. For instance, in FSML,
we are concerned with ‘name’ tokens as well as tokens for special characters,
operators, and keywords, e.g., ‘/’ and ‘state’. We use the term lexeme to refer to
the string (the text) that makes up a lexical unit. For instance, we may encounter
the lexemes ‘locked’, ‘unlocked’, etc. in the input; we classify them as ‘name’
tokens. In practice, the term ‘token’ is also used to include the lexeme.

CST Concrete syntax trees typically arise as the result of parsing text. These trees
follow the structure of the underlying grammar; each node with its subtrees rep-
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6.1 Textual concrete syntax

A grammar is a collection of rules defining the syntax of a language’s syntactic
categories such as statements and expressions. We introduce a basic grammar nota-
tion and a convenient extension. We also show that a grammar can be understood
in a ‘generative’ sense, i.e., a grammar derives (‘generates’) language elements as
strings.

6.1.1 A basic grammar notation

Let us study the concrete syntax of BNL—Binary Number Language. This is the
language of unsigned binary numbers, possibly with decimal places, e.g., ‘10’ (2 as
a decimal number) and ‘101.01’ (5.25 as a decimal number). The concrete syntax
of BNL is defined here by a grammar. We propose a specific notation here: BGL—
Basic Grammar Language. BGL is really just a notational variation on the classic
Backus Naur Form [Bac+63] (BNF).

Illustration 6.1 (Concrete syntax of BNL).

BGL resource languages/BNL/cs.bgl

[number] number : bits rest ; // A binary number
[single] bits : bit ; // A single bit
[many] bits : bit bits ; // More than one bit
[zero] bit : '0' ; // The zero bit
[one] bit : '1' ; // The non�zero bit
[integer] rest : ; // An integer number
[rational] rest : '.' bits ; // A rational number

n

A grammar is a collection of rules (say, productions). Each rule consists of a
label such as ‘[number]’ for better reference, a left-hand side which is a grammar
symbol such as number in the first rule, and a right-hand side which is a sequence
of grammar symbols. There are two kinds of grammar symbols:

Terminals These are quoted symbols such as ‘0’ and ‘1’; they must not appear on
the left-hand side of context-free rules. The terminals constitute the ‘alphabet’
from which to build strings.

Nonterminals These are alphabetic symbols such as number, bits, and rest; they
may appear on both the left- and the right-hand side of rules. In fact, the left-hand
side of a context-free rule is a single nonterminal. Nonterminals correspond to
syntactic categories.
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6.1.2 Derivation of strings

The intended meaning of a grammar is that rules can be applied from left to right to
derive (say, ‘generate’) strings composed from terminals such that nonterminals are
replaced by right-hand sides of rules and terminals remain. We often assume that a
grammar identifies a disinguished nonterminal—the start symbol—from which to
start derivation. We may also just assume that the left-hand side of the first produc-
tion is simply the start symbol.

Illustration 6.2 (Derivation of a string). The following sequence of steps derives
the terminal string ‘10’ from the nonterminal number:

• number Apply rule [number]
• bits rest Apply rule [integer] to rest
• bits Apply rule [many] to bits
• bit bits Apply rule [zero] to bit
• ‘1’ bits Apply rule [single] to bits
• ‘1’ bit Apply rule [zero] to bit
• ‘1’ ‘0’

n

We assume that a ‘well-formed’ grammar must permit derivation of terminal
sequences for each of its nonterminals and each nonterminal should be exercised
by some of the derivations starting from the startsymbol. Such well-formedness is
meant to rule out ‘nonsensical’ grammars.

Exercise 6.1 (An alternative derivation). [Basic level]
There is actually more than one way to derive the terminal sequence of Illustra-
tion 6.2. Identify an alternative derivation. n

Exercise 6.2 (Derivation of a string). [Basic level]
Present the derivation sequence for ‘101.01’ in the style of Illustration 6.2. n

Exercise 6.3 (BNL with signed numbers). [Basic level]
Extend the grammar of Illustration 6.1 to enable signed binary numbers. n

6.1.3 An extended grammar notation

Consider again the grammar in Illustration 6.1. Optionality of the fractional part is
encoded by the rules [integer] and [rational], subject to an ‘auxiliary’ nonterminal
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structure of w based on the rules of G. The structure is represented as concrete syntax
trees (CSTs). We may also say ‘parse tree’ instead of CST. Success of parsing means
that at least one CST is returned. Failure of parsing means that no CST is returned.
In this manner, we assign meaning to grammars in a second manner.

6.4.1 Concrete syntax trees

A CST for a terminal string w contains the terminals of w as leaf nodes in the same
order. Each CST node with its subtrees represents the application of a grammar rule
except for some leaf nodes that simply represent terminals. The root node corre-
sponds to a rule application for the startsymbol. Before formalizing this intuition,
let us look at examples. CSTs can be represented or visualized in different ways.
The following representation uses rules as node infos.

Illustration 6.8 (CST for the binary number ‘10’).

[number] number : bits rest ;

[many] bits : bit bits ; [integer] rest : ;

[one] bit : '1' ; [single] bits : bit ;

[zero] bit : '0' ;

‘1’ ‘0’

n

In the visualization, we also circled right-hand side grammar symbols to better
emphasize the correspondence between them and the subtrees. The following rep-
resentation is more concise. BGL’s rule labels are used as node infos.

Illustration 6.9 (Alternative representation of a CST for ‘10’).
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rest. Sequences of bits are encoded by the rules [single] and [many], subject to
an ‘auxiliary’ nonterminal bits. These are recurring idioms which can be expressed
more concisely in the Extended Backus Naur Form [ISO96] (EBNF). We propose
a related grammar notation here: EGL—Extended Grammar Language. Here is a
concise syntax definition for BNL.

Illustration 6.3 (EBNF-like concrete syntax of BNL).

EGL resource languages/BNL/EGL/cs.egl

[number] number : { bit }+ { '.' { bit }+ }? ;
[zero] bit : '0' ;
[one] bit : '1' ;

n

Optionality of a phrase is expressed by the form ‘{ . . .}?’. Repetition of zero, one,
or more times is expressed by the form ‘{ . . .}⇤’. Repetition of one or more times is
expressed by the form ‘{ . . .}+’. Rule labels are optional in EGL. In particular, we
tend to leave out labels for nonterminals with one alternative only.

The extended notation (EGL) can be easily reduced to the basic notation (BGL)
by modeling the EGL-specific phrases through additional rules, also subject to extra
(fresh) nonterminals. There are these cases:

• Given one or more occurrences of a phrase {s1 · · · sn}? with grammar symbols
s1, . . . , sn and a fresh nonterminal x, each occurrence is replaced by x and two
rules are added:

– x : ;
– x : s1 · · · sn ;

• Given one or more occurrences of a phrase {s1 · · · sn}⇤ and a fresh nonterminal
x, each such occurrence is replaced by x and two rules are added:

– x : ;
– x : s1 · · · sn x ;

• Given one or more occurrences of a phrase {s1 · · · sn}+ and a fresh nonterminal
x, each such occurrence is replaced by x and two rules are added:

– x : s1 · · · sn ;
– x : s1 · · · sn x ;

Exercise 6.4 (Grammar notation translation). [Intermediate level]
Full EBNF notation [ISO96] supports nested groups of alternatives. If such group-
ing was expressible in (an extended) EGL, then we could use grammar rules such
as ‘s : a { b | c }? d ;’ where the group of alternatives is ‘b | c’. Provide a reduction
rule for eliminating such expressiveness. n
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// Expressions
[unary] expr : uop subexpr ;
[binary] expr : '(' bop ')' subexpr subexpr ;
[subexpr] expr : subexpr ;
[apply] expr : name { subexpr }+ ;
[intconst] subexpr : integer ;
[brackets] subexpr : '(' expr ')' ;
[if] subexpr : 'if' expr 'then' expr 'else' expr ;
[arg] subexpr : name ;

// Unary and binary operators
[negate] uop : '�' ;
[not] uop : 'not' ;
[add] bop : '+' ;
...

n

The syntax of BFPL is focused on expression forms. There are further syntactic
categories for programs (as lists of functions combined with a ‘main’ expression)
and function signatures. The central expression form is the one of function appli-
cation. Curried notation is assumed. Operators are to be applied in (curried) prefix
notation, too. Thus, operator priorities are not modeled. We note that the syntax of
names and integers is left unspecified here.

6.1.4.4 Syntax of finite state machines

We define the concrete syntax of the domain-specific modeling language language
FSML.

Illustration 6.7 (Concrete syntax of FSML).
EGL resource languages/FSML/cs.egl

fsm : {state}* ;
state : {'initial'}? 'state' stateid '{' {transition}* '}' ;
transition : event {'/' action}? {'�>' stateid}? ';' ;
stateid : name ;
event : name ;
action : name ;

n

That is, an FSM is a collection of state declarations each of which groups state
transitions. Each transition identifies an event (say, an input symbol), an optional
action (say, an output symbol), and an optional target stateid. An omitted target
state is taken to mean that the target state equals the source state. We note that the
syntax of names is left unspecified here.

Exercise 6.6 (EGL to BGL reduction). [Basic level]
Apply the EGL-to-BGL reduction to FSML’s syntax definition of Illustration 6.7. n
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6.1.4 Illustrative grammar examples

We define the concrete syntax of a few more fabricated languages of the Software
Languages Book for illustrative purposes.

6.1.4.1 Syntax of simple expressions

We define the concrete syntax of the expression language BTL.

Illustration 6.4 (Concrete syntax of BTL).

BGL resource languages/BTL/cs.bgl

[true] expr : "true" ;
[false] expr : "false" ;
[zero] expr : "zero" ;
[succ] expr : "succ" expr ;
[pred] expr : "pred" expr ;
[iszero] expr : "iszero" expr ;
[if] expr : "if" expr "then" expr "else" expr ;

n

That is, we assume ‘curried’ notation (juxtaposition) for function application,
i.e., for applying the operators 'pred', 'succ', and 'iszero'. That is, one writes succ zero
instead of succ(zero). Curried notation is also used, for example, in the functional
programming language Haskell.

6.1.4.2 Syntax of simple imperative programs

We define the concrete syntax of the imperative programming language BIPL.

Illustration 6.5 (Concrete syntax of BIPL).

EGL resource languages/BIPL/cs.egl

// Statements
[skip] stmt : ';' ;
[assign] stmt : name '=' expr ';' ;
[block] stmt : '{' { stmt }* '}' ;
[if] stmt : 'if' '(' expr ')' stmt { 'else' stmt }? ;
[while] stmt : 'while' '(' expr ')' stmt ;

// Expressions
[or] expr : bexpr { '||' expr }? ;
[and] bexpr : cexpr { '&&' bexpr }? ;
[lt] cexpr : aexpr { '<' aexpr }? ;
[leq] cexpr : aexpr { '<=' aexpr }? ;
[eq] cexpr : aexpr { '==' aexpr }? ;
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Definition 6.1 (Context-free grammar (CFG)). A CFG G is a quadruple hN,T,P,si
where N is a finite set of nonterminals, T is a finite set of terminals, with N \T = /0,
P is a finite set of rules (or productions) as a subset of N ⇥ (N [T )⇤, and s 2 N is
referred to as the startsymbol. n

As noted before, in the BGL and EGL grammar notations, we use the convention
that the left-hand side of a grammar’s first rule is considered the startsymbol. Also,
we note that BGL and EGL rules may be labeled whereas no labels are mentioned
in the formal definition. Labels are simply there for conciseness of identifying rules.

6.3.2 The language generated by a grammar

Rules can be applied in a ‘generative’ sense: replace a nonterminal by a correspond-
ing right-hand side. By many such replacements, one may eventually derive terminal
strings. This is the foundation for interpreting a grammar as the definition of a lan-
guage, namely the set of all terminal strings that are derivable from the grammar’s
startsymbol.

Definition 6.2 (Context-free derivation). Given a CFG G = hN,T,P,si and a se-
quence p n q with n 2 N, p,q 2 (N [T )⇤, the sequence p r q with r 2 (N [T )⇤ is
called a derivation, as denoted by p n q ) p r q, if there is a production hn,ri 2 P.

n

The transitive closure of ‘)’ is denoted as ‘)+’. The reflexive closure of ‘)+’
is denoted as ‘)⇤’.

Definition 6.3 (Language generated by a CFG). Given a CFG G = hN,T,P,si, the
language L(G) generated by G is defined as the set of all the terminal sequences
that are derivable from s. That is:

L(G) =
�

w 2 T ⇤ | s )+ w
 

n

6.3.3 Well-formed grammars

Well-formedness constraints on grammars for ruling out nonsensical grammars are
defined formally as follows.
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Definition 6.4 (Well-formed CFG). A CFG G = hN,T,P,si is called well-formed,
if the following two conditions hold for each n 2 N:

Productivity There exists w 2 T ⇤ such that n )+ w.
Reachability There exists p,q 2 (N [T )⇤ such that s )⇤ p n q.

n

Exercise 6.10 (Productivity of CFG). [Basic level]
Give a simple grammar that violates productivity as of Definition 6.4. n

Exercise 6.11 (Reachability of CFG). [Basic level]
Give a simple grammar that violates reachability as of Definition 6.4. n

Exercise 6.12 (Well-formed signature). [Intermediate level]
Consider again Definition 6.4 for well-formed CFGs. Transpose this definition with
its components for productivity and reachability to signatures as used in abstract
syntax definition (Chapter 3). n

6.3.4 The notion of acceptance

Suppose we want to decide whether a given terminal string is an element of L(G).
We cannot perform a direct membership test because the set L(G) is infinite for
any non-trivial syntax definition. We need a computable kind of membership test
instead. To this end, we set up the algorithmic notion of acceptor (acceptance).

Definition 6.5 (Acceptor). Given a CFG G = hN,T,P,si, an acceptor for G is a
computable predicate aG on T ⇤ such that for all w 2 T ⇤, aG(w) holds iff s )+ w. n

The process of applying an acceptor is referred to as acceptance. In practice,
we are interested in ‘descriptions’ of such predicates. For instance, the grammar
itself may serve as a description and the predicate is obtained by ‘interpreting’ the
grammar. It is known from formal language theory that the membership problem
for CFGs is decidable and thus, a computable predicate like the one in the definition
can be assumed to exist. We will discuss some options later (Section 7.2).

6.4 Languages as sets of trees

An acceptor only answers the question as to whether a given string w is an element
of the language generated by some grammar G. A parser, in addition, reports on the
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number

many integer

one single

zero

‘1’ ‘0’

n

Definition 6.6 (Concrete syntax tree (CST)). Given a CFG G = hN,T,P,si and a
string w 2 T ⇤, a CST for w according to G is a tree as follows:

• Nodes hold a rule or a terminal as info.
• The root holds a rule with s on the left-hand side as info.
• If a node holds a terminal as info, then it is a leaf.
• If a node holds rule n ! v1 · · · vm with n 2 N, v1, . . . ,vm 2 N[T as info, then the

node has m branches with subtrees ti for i = 1, . . . ,m as follows:

– If vi is a terminal, then ti is a leaf with terminal vi as info.
– If vi is a nonterminal, then ti is tree with a rule as info such that vi is the

left-hand side of the rule.

• The concatenated terminals at the leaf nodes equal w.

n

6.4.2 The notion of parsing

We make the transition from acceptance to parsing.

Definition 6.7 (Parser). Given a CFG G = hN,T,P,si, a parser for G is a partial
function pG from T ⇤ to CSTs such that for all w 2 L(G), pG(w) returns a CST of w
and for all w /2 L(G), pG(w) is not defined. n

The process of applying a parser is referred to as parsing. A parser returns no
CST for a given input exactly in the same cases when an acceptor fails.

6.4.3 Ambiguous grammars

If a parser has a choice what CST to return, then this means that the grammar is
ambiguous.
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Definition 6.8 (Ambiguous grammar). A CFG G = hN,T,P,si is called ambigious,
if there exists a terminal string w 2 T ⇤ with multiple CSTs. n

Illustration 6.10 (Ambiguous grammar for arithmetic expressions).

EGL resource languages/EGL/samples/ambiguity.egl

[binary] expr : expr bop expr ;
[const] expr : integer ;
[add] bop : '+' ;
[mul] bop : '*' ;

n

There are two CSTs for the expression ‘2+3⇤4’.

Illustration 6.11 (Alternative CSTs for an arithmetic expression).
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The tree on the right meets our expectation that ‘*’ binds stronger than ‘+’. The
grammar for BIPL (Illustration 6.5) addresses this problem by describing layers of
expressions with designated nonterminals for the different priorities.

We mention in passing that Definition 6.7 could be revised to make a parser
possibly return a collection of CSTs, i.e., a parse-tree forest. This may be useful in
practice and may require an extra phase of filtering to identify eventually a preferred
tree [Bra+02].

Exercise 6.13 (Ambiguous CFG). [Basic level]
Consider the rule for if-statements in BIPL; see Illustration 6.5 for a complete syn-
tax definition:
[if] stmt : 'if' '(' expr ')' stmt { 'else' stmt }? ;

Explain how this rule implies an ambiguous grammar. Demonstrate the ambigu-
ity with suitable CSTs. n
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Top-down acceptance — algorithm

202 7 Concrete Syntax—Implementation

7.2 Parsing

A parser maps text to concrete or possibly to abstract syntax trees or graphs. Parsing
is a prerequisite for metaprogramming on object programs with a textual syntax. We
will discuss different approaches to the implementation of parsers; we assume that
parsers are systematically—if not mechanically—derived from context-free gram-
mars. To this end, we illustrate mainstream parsing technologies: ANTLR [Par13]
and Parsec [Lei01]. We also discuss briefly parsing algorithms.

7.2.1 Basic parsing algorithms

A grammar can be interpreted in a systematic, algorithmic manner so that one ob-
tains directly an acceptor (Definition 6.5) or a parser (Definition 6.7). We discuss
here some simple, fundamental algorithms for top-down versus bottom-up parsing.
There are many options and challenges associated with parsing [GJ07]; we only aim
at conveying some basic intuitions here.

7.2.1.1 Top-down acceptance

In top-down acceptance (parsing), we maintain a stack of grammar symbols, which
we initialize by the start symbol; we process the input from left to right. In each step,
we either ‘consume’ or ‘expand’. In the ‘consume’ case, we consume a terminal
from the input, if it is also at the top of the stack. In the ‘expand’ case, we replace a
nonterminal on the stack by a corresponding right-hand side.

Definition 7.1 (Algorithm for top-down acceptance).

Input:

• A well-formed context-free grammar G = hN,T,P,si
• A string (i.e., a list) w 2 T ⇤

Output:

• A Boolean value

Variables:

• A stack z maintaining a sequence of grammar symbols
• A string (i.e., a list) i maintaining the remaining input

Steps:

1. Initialize z with s (i.e., the start symbol) as top of stack.
2. Initialize i with w.
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3. If both i and z are empty, then return true.
4. If z is empty and i is nonempty, then return false.
5. Choose an action:

Consume If the top of z is a terminal, then:
a. If the top of z equals the head of i, then:

i. Remove the head of i.
ii. Pop the top of z.

b. Return false otherwise.
Expand If the top of z is a nonterminal, then:

a. Choose a p 2 P with the top of z on the left-hand side of p.
b. Pop the top of z.
c. Push the symbols of the right-hand side of p onto z.

6. Go to 3.

n

In the strict sense, the description is not a proper algorithm due to nondetermin-
ism (see the choice of action) and nontermination (think of infinite expansion for
grammars with left recursion, as we discuss more in detail below). Actual accep-
tance algorithms arise as refinements that constrain the choice or the grammar. In
the following illustration, we assume an oracle which tells us the ‘right choice’.

Illustration 7.1 (Top-down acceptance).
Step Remaining input Stack (TOS left) Action
1 ‘1’, ‘0’ number Expand rule [number]
2 ‘1’, ‘0’ bits rest Expand rule [many]
3 ‘1’, ‘0’ bit bits rest Expand rule [one]
4 ‘1’, ‘0’ ‘1’ bits rest Consume terminal ‘1’
5 ‘0’ bits rest Expand rule [single]
6 ‘0’ bit rest Expand rule [zero]
7 ‘0’ ‘0’ rest Consume terminal ‘0’
8 – rest Expand rule [integer]
9 – – –

n

Exercise 7.1 (Nondeterminism of top-down acceptance). [Basic level]
Identify the steps of Illustration 7.1 that make a choice and identify alternative ac-
tions. How do these alternatives reveal themselves as inappropriate? n

Let us implement top-down acceptance based on the pseudo-algorithm (Defini-
tion 7.1). We only aim at a prototype implementation meant to be useful for under-
standing parsing conceptually.

We implement top-down acceptance in Haskell. Assuming a suitable representa-
tion of BNL’s BGL grammar, we expect to exercise acceptance for binary numbers
as follows:
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Interactive Haskell session:

I accept bnlGrammar "101.01"
True
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I accept bnlGrammar "x"
False

More specifcally, we assume a typeful representation (Section 4.1.3) of the sig-
nature of BGL grammars (Section 6.6.1) as Haskell data types.

Illustration 7.2 (The grammar of BNL represented in Haskell).

Haskell module Language.BGL.Sample

bnlGrammar :: Grammar
bnlGrammar = [

("number", "number", [N "bits", N "rest"]),
("single", "bits", [N "bit"]),
("many", "bits", [N "bit", N "bits"]),
("zero", "bit", [T '0']),
("one", "bit", [T '1']),
("integer", "rest", []),
("rational", "rest", [T '.', N "bits"])

]
n

Illustration 7.3 (The abstract syntax of BGL in Haskell).

Haskell module Language.BGL.Syntax

type Grammar = [Rule]
type Rule = (Label, Nonterminal, [GSymbol])
data GSymbol = T Terminal | N Nonterminal
type Label = String
type Terminal = Char
type Nonterminal = String

n

Top-down acceptance is implemented in Haskell as follows.

Illustration 7.4 (Implementation of top-down acceptance).

Haskell module Language.BGL.TopDownAcceptor

1 accept :: [Rule] ! String ! Bool
2 accept g = steps g [N s]
3 where
4 �� Retrieve start symbol
5 ((_, s, _):_) = g
6

7 steps :: [Rule] ! [GSymbol] ! String ! Bool
8 �� Acceptance succeeds (empty stack, all input consumed)
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9 steps _ [] [] = True
10 �� Consume terminal at top of stack from input
11 steps g (T t:z) (t':i) | t==t' = steps g z i
12 �� Expand a nonterminal; try different alternatives
13 steps g (N n:z) i = or (map (l rhs! steps g (rhs++z) i) rhss)
14 where
15 rhss = [ rhs | (_, n', rhs) g, n == n' ]
16 �� Otherwise parsing fails
17 steps _ _ _ = False

n

The implementation is based on these ideas:

• The start symbol is determined within the main function accept as the left-hand
side of the first rule (line 5).

• The program maintains a parser stack, which is simply represented as a list of
grammar symbols. The head of the list is the top of the stack. The stack is initial-
ized with the start symbol (line 2).

• The regular termination case is that both input and stack are empty and thus, True
is returned (line 9).

• The case for a terminal t as the top of stack insists that the input starts with the
same terminal (see the guard t==t'), in which case the terminal is removed both
from the stack and the input before continuing with the remaining stack and input
(line 11).

• The case for a nonterminal n as the top of stack forms a disjunction over all the
possible right-hand sides for n; these options are collected in a list comprehen-
sion; the right-hand sides replace n in the different attempts (lines 13–15).

• In all other cases acceptance fails (line 17), i.e., when the terminal as the top of
the stack is not met by the head of the input, or the stack is empty while the input
is not empty.

This implementation is naive because it tries all alternatives without considering
the input. More seriously, the implementation may exhibit nonterminating behav-
ior if applied to a left-recursive grammar. Instead of defining left recursion here
formally, let us just look at an example. The BNL grammar does not involve left-
recursion, but consider the following syntax of simple arithmetic expressions:

Illustration 7.5 (A left-recursive grammar for arithmetic expressions).

EGL resource languages/EGL/samples/left-recursion.egl

[add] expr : expr '+' expr ;
[const] expr : integer ;

n

The grammar is left-recursive due to the first rule because, if we applied the
first rule, then expr is replaced by a sequence of grammar symbols that again starts
with expr. Thus, such a derivation or expansion process could go on forever without
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3. If both i and z are empty, then return true.
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6. Go to 3.

n

In the strict sense, the description is not a proper algorithm due to nondetermin-
ism (see the choice of action) and nontermination (think of infinite expansion for
grammars with left recursion, as we discuss more in detail below). Actual accep-
tance algorithms arise as refinements that constrain the choice or the grammar. In
the following illustration, we assume an oracle which tells us the ‘right choice’.

Illustration 7.1 (Top-down acceptance).
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8 – rest Expand rule [integer]
9 – – –

n

Exercise 7.1 (Nondeterminism of top-down acceptance). [Basic level]
Identify the steps of Illustration 7.1 that make a choice and identify alternative ac-
tions. How do these alternatives reveal themselves as inappropriate? n

Let us implement top-down acceptance based on the pseudo-algorithm (Defini-
tion 7.1). We only aim at a prototype implementation meant to be useful for under-
standing parsing conceptually.

We implement top-down acceptance in Haskell. Assuming a suitable representa-
tion of BNL’s BGL grammar, we expect to exercise acceptance for binary numbers
as follows:
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ized with the start symbol (line 2).

• The regular termination case is that both input and stack are empty and thus, True
is returned (line 9).

• The case for a terminal t as the top of stack insists that the input starts with the
same terminal (see the guard t==t'), in which case the terminal is removed both
from the stack and the input before continuing with the remaining stack and input
(line 11).

• The case for a nonterminal n as the top of stack forms a disjunction over all the
possible right-hand sides for n; these options are collected in a list comprehen-
sion; the right-hand sides replace n in the different attempts (lines 13–15).

• In all other cases acceptance fails (line 17), i.e., when the terminal as the top of
the stack is not met by the head of the input, or the stack is empty while the input
is not empty.

This implementation is naive because it tries all alternatives without considering
the input. More seriously, the implementation may exhibit nonterminating behav-
ior if applied to a left-recursive grammar. Instead of defining left recursion here
formally, let us just look at an example. The BNL grammar does not involve left-
recursion, but consider the following syntax of simple arithmetic expressions:

Illustration 7.5 (A left-recursive grammar for arithmetic expressions).

EGL resource languages/EGL/samples/left-recursion.egl

[add] expr : expr '+' expr ;
[const] expr : integer ;

n

The grammar is left-recursive due to the first rule because, if we applied the
first rule, then expr is replaced by a sequence of grammar symbols that again starts
with expr. Thus, such a derivation or expansion process could go on forever without
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7.2.1.2 Bottom-up acceptance

In bottom-up acceptance (parsing), we maintain a stack of grammar symbols, start-
ing from the empty stack; we process the input from left to right. In each step, we
either ‘shift’ or ‘reduce’. In the ‘shift’ case, we move a terminal from the input to
the stack. In the ‘reduce’ case, we replace a sequence of grammar symbols on the
stack by a nonterminal while the removed sequence must form the right-hand side
and the added nonterminal must be the left-hand side of some grammar rule.

Definition 7.2 (Algorithm for bottom-up acceptance).

Input:

• A well-formed context-free grammar G = hN,T,P,si
• A string (i.e., a list) w 2 T ⇤

Output:

• A Boolean value

Variables:

• A stack z maintaining a sequence of grammar symbols
• A string (i.e., a list) i maintaining the remaining input

Steps:

1. Initialize z with as the empty stack.
2. Initialize i with w.
3. If i is empty and z consists of s alone, then return true.
4. Choose an action:

Shift Remove the head of i and push it onto z.
Reduce

a. Pop a sequence x of symbols from z.
b. Choose a p 2 P such that x equals the right-hand side of p.
c. Push the left-hand side of p onto z.

Return false, if no action is feasible.
5. Go to 3.

n

It is insightful to notice how top-down and bottom-up acceptance are opposites
of each other in some sense. The top-down scheme starts with s on the stack; the
bottom-up scheme ends with s on the stack. The top-down scheme ends with an
empty stack; the bottom-up scheme starts from an empty stack.

Illustration 7.7 (Bottom-up acceptance).
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Step Remaining input Stack (TOS right) Action
1 ‘1’, ‘0’ – Shift terminal ‘1’
2 ‘0’ ‘1’ Reduce rule [one]
3 ‘0’ bit Reduce rule [single]
4 ‘0’ bits Shift terminal ‘0’
5 – bits ‘0’ Reduce rule [one]
6 – bits bit Reduce rule [many]
7 – bits Reduce rule [integer]
8 – bits rest Reduce rule [number]
9 – number –

n

Exercise 7.3 (Nondeterminism of bottom-up acceptance). [Basic level]
Identify the steps of Illustration 7.7 that make a choice and identify alternative ac-
tions. How does the inappropriateness of the options reveal itself? n

Bottom-up acceptance is implemented in Haskell as follows.

Illustration 7.8 (Implementation of bottom-up acceptance).
Haskell module Language.BGL.BottomUpAcceptor

1 accept :: [Rule]! String! Bool
2 accept g = steps g [] �� Begin with empty stack
3

4 steps :: [Rule]! [GSymbol]! String! Bool
5 �� Acceptance succeeds (start symbol on stack, all input consumed)
6 steps g [N s] [] | s == s' = True
7 where
8 �� Retrieve start symbol
9 ((_, s', _):_) = g

10 �� Shift or reduce
11 steps g z i = shift || reduce
12 where
13 �� Shift terminal from input to stack
14 shift = not (null i) && steps g (T (head i) : z) (tail i)
15 �� Reduce prefix on stack to nonterminal
16 reduce = not (null zs) && or (map (l z! steps g z i) zs)
17 where
18 �� Retrieve relevant reductions
19 zs = [ N n : drop l z
20 | (_, n, rhs) g,
21 let l = length rhs,
22 take l z == reverse rhs ]

n

The implementation is based on these ideas:

• The program maintains a parser stack, which is simply represented as a list of
grammar symbols. The head of the list is the top of the stack. We start from the
empty stack (line 2).
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• Non-determinism

• Epsilon rules

Bottom-up acceptance — Issues

See the Software Languages Book or texts on parsing.
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6.1 Textual concrete syntax

A grammar is a collection of rules defining the syntax of a language’s syntactic
categories such as statements and expressions. We introduce a basic grammar nota-
tion and a convenient extension. We also show that a grammar can be understood
in a ‘generative’ sense, i.e., a grammar derives (‘generates’) language elements as
strings.

6.1.1 A basic grammar notation

Let us study the concrete syntax of BNL—Binary Number Language. This is the
language of unsigned binary numbers, possibly with decimal places, e.g., ‘10’ (2 as
a decimal number) and ‘101.01’ (5.25 as a decimal number). The concrete syntax
of BNL is defined here by a grammar. We propose a specific notation here: BGL—
Basic Grammar Language. BGL is really just a notational variation on the classic
Backus Naur Form [Bac+63] (BNF).

Illustration 6.1 (Concrete syntax of BNL).

BGL resource languages/BNL/cs.bgl

[number] number : bits rest ; // A binary number
[single] bits : bit ; // A single bit
[many] bits : bit bits ; // More than one bit
[zero] bit : '0' ; // The zero bit
[one] bit : '1' ; // The non�zero bit
[integer] rest : ; // An integer number
[rational] rest : '.' bits ; // A rational number

n

A grammar is a collection of rules (say, productions). Each rule consists of a
label such as ‘[number]’ for better reference, a left-hand side which is a grammar
symbol such as number in the first rule, and a right-hand side which is a sequence
of grammar symbols. There are two kinds of grammar symbols:

Terminals These are quoted symbols such as ‘0’ and ‘1’; they must not appear on
the left-hand side of context-free rules. The terminals constitute the ‘alphabet’
from which to build strings.

Nonterminals These are alphabetic symbols such as number, bits, and rest; they
may appear on both the left- and the right-hand side of rules. In fact, the left-hand
side of a context-free rule is a single nonterminal. Nonterminals correspond to
syntactic categories.
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type Info = Either Char Rule
type CST = Tree Info

n

We use Haskell’s library type Tree for node-labeled rose tree, i.e., trees with any
number of subtrees. The labels (infos) are either characters for the leaf nodes or
grammar rules for inner nodes. Top-down parsing is implemented in Haskell as
follows.

Illustration 7.11 (Implementation of top-down parsing).

Haskell module Language.BGL.TopDownParser

parse :: [Rule]! String! Maybe CST
parse g i = do

(i', t) tree g (N s) i
guard (i'==[])
return t

where
�� Retrieve start symbol
((_, s, _):_) = g

tree :: [Rule]! GSymbol! String! Maybe (String, CST)
�� Consume terminal at top of stack from input
tree _ (T t) i = do

guard ([t] == take 1 i)
return (drop 1 i, Node (Left t) [])
�� Expand a nonterminal
tree g (N n) i = foldr mplus mzero (map rule g)

where
�� Try different alternatives
rule :: Rule! Maybe (String, CST)
rule r@(_, n', rhs) = do

guard (n==n')
(i', cs) trees g rhs i
return (i', Node (Right r) cs)

�� Parse symbol by symbol, sequentially
trees :: [Rule]! [GSymbol]! String! Maybe (String, [CST])
trees _ [] i = return (i, [])
trees g (s:ss) i = do

(i', c) tree g s i
(i'', cs) trees g ss i'
return (i'', c:cs)

n

In this implementation, we do not model the parser stack explicitly, but we lever-
age the function-application stack of Haskell. This happens to imply that we limit
ourselves to local backtracking. Thus, the parser is less complete than the acceptor
implemented earlier (Section 7.2.1.1).

Parse trees
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n
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(single,bits,[n(bit)]), % rule
[ % list of branches

fork( % 1st branch % rule
(zero,bit,[t('0')]),
[leaf('0')])])]), % leaf

fork( % 2nd branch
(integer,rest,[]), % rule
[])]). % empty list of branches

n

Exercise 6.16 (CSTs for EGL). [Basic level]
Devise a signature for CSTs for the extended grammar notation EGL. n

The signature as stated above is underspecified. For a CST to be well-formed, it
must only use rules from the underlying grammar and it must combine them in a
correct manner, as constrained by Definition 6.6.

6.6.3 The grammar of grammars

We also devise a grammar of grammars which is useful, for example, for parsing
grammars. To make the presentation more approachable, the basic grammar notation
(BGL) is covered prior to the extended grammar notation (EGL).

Specification 6.4 (The EGL grammar of BGL grammars).

EGL resource languages/BGL/cs.egl

grammar : {rule}* ;
rule : '[' label ']' nonterminal ':' gsymbols ';' ;
gsymbols : {gsymbol}* ;
[t] gsymbol : terminal ;
[n] gsymbol : nonterminal ;
label : name ;
terminal : qstring ;
nonterminal : name ;

n

Specification 6.5 (The EGL grammar of EGL grammars).

EGL resource languages/EGL/cs.egl

grammar : {rule}* ;
rule : {'[' label ']'}? nonterminal ':' gsymbols ';' ;
gsymbols : {gsymbol}* ;
[t] gsymbol : terminal ;
[n] gsymbol : nonterminal ;

EBNF grammar 
of BNF grammars 

(useful for parsing grammars)
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Online resources

YAS (Yet Another SLR (Software Language Repository)) 
http://www.softlang.org/yas 

YAS’ GitHub repository contains all code.

The Software Languages Book 
http://www.softlang.org/book


